
Tale of Jewish skinhead wins honors at Sundance festival 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

PARK CITY, Utah — “The 
Believer,” a grimly intense tale of a 
Jewish neo-Nazi skinhead, won 

the grand jury prize, the top 
honor for dramas at the 
Sundance Him Festival. 

Sundance jurors gave the 
documentary grand jury prize to 
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“Southern Comfort,” an intimate 
portrait of a dying female-to-male 
transsexual and his romance with 
a male-to-female transsexual. 

Awards were presented 
Saturday night, with top winners 

screening one last time on 

Sunday as the 11-day independ- 
ent-cinema showcase closed. 

“Hedwig and the Angry Inch," 
a raucous musical adapted from 
the off-Broadway play about a 

rock singer struggling with her 
botched sex-change operation, 
won the dramatic audience 
award, chosen in balloting by 
Sundance movie-goers. “Hedwig” 
also won the dramatic directing 
award for John Cameron 

Mitchell, who stars in the title 
role. 

The documentary audience 
award was split by two films: 
“Dogtown and Z-Boys,” the story 
of a band of misfit skateboarders 
in Santa Monica, Calif., who pio- 
neered extreme sports in the 
1970s; and "Scout's Honor,” direc- 
tor Tom Shepard’s study of anti- 
gay policies in the Boy Scouts. 

“Dogtown and Z-Boys” also 
won the documentary directing 
award for Stacy Peralta, a member 
of the original "Z-Boys.” "Scout’s 
Honor” also received Sundance’s 
freedom of expression award. 

Drama jurors at Sundance 
gave a special acting prize to Sissy 

Spacek and Tom Wilkinson for 
their gripping performances in 
“In the Bedroom.” Spacek and 
Wilkinson play parents struck by 
family tragedy, whose grief gives 
way to a desire for vengeance. 

“The Believer,” written and 
directed by Henry Bean, stars 

Ryan Gosling as a youth who mil- 
itantly argues against conserva- 
tive Jewish teachings as a boy and 
grows up hiding his heritage as he 
falls in with latter-day, anti- 
Semitic fascists. 

“Southern Comfort,” directed 
by Kate Davis, traces the last year 
in the life of Robert Eads, a trans- 
sexual who died of ovarian cancer 
toward the end of the film shoot in 
1999. The movie, much of which 
was shot by Davis working on her 
own with a handheld digital cam- 

era, chronicles Eads’ budding 
romance with a transsexual 
named Lola Cola. 

Among other Sundance 
awards: 

—The jury prize for short 
films was given to "Gina, An 
Actress, Age 29,” a 20-minute 
movie directed by Paul Harrill. 

■ The screenwriting prize 
went to Christopher Nolan for 

“Memento,” a convoluted tale of a 
man unable to form new memo- 
ries who is bent on revenge for the 
death of his wife. Guy Pearce, 
Carrie-Anne Moss and Joe 
Pantoliano star in the film, which 
also was directed by Nolan. 

■ A special jury prize was 
awarded to “Children Under- 
ground,” a documentary about 
children living in a Romanian 
subway station. 

■ “The Road Home,” a 
Chinese film from director Zhang 
Yimou, won the world-cinema 
audience award. The movie cen- 
ters on a man's musings over his 
parents' courtship as he returns 
home for his father’s funeral 

■ The Latin America cinema 
prize was shared by “Without a 

Trace,” a Mexican road movie 
about a single mother and a 

smuggler of ancient art, and 
“Possible Loves,” a Brazilian entry 
that tracks three alternate des- 
tinies for a man and woman. 
Sundance's Latin American panel 
also gave a special jury mention 
to “Coffin Joe: The Strange World 
of Jose Mojica Marins,” a docu- 
mentary about the obscure 
Brazilian horror director. 
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Dreaming With A 
Deadline 

$12.98 CD 
(M's debut record, Dreaming With A Deadline, smiles. It is 

intelligent and pure. It is pure, teal and modem. Simply, it's 
too good to be liked only fay critics. This foil, new records will be 
released like leaves foiling from trees. Oil's debut album, 
DWAD, is likely to still be atop your most listened to pile of CDs 
come spring.(Who cares if ifs local?) 
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JUNE MflNHEfT 
Never NeveHand 

$11.88 GO 
N-Coded Musk presents on artist who is destined to have an 
immediate impact in the world of jazz. Jane Monheit possesses 
a voice with clarity and range, and has a sense of phrasing that 
belies her 22 years. With a wonderfully fresh approach to 
classic repertoire, and an aH-stor cast of accompanying 
musicians, Jane Monheit performs sparkling renditions of well- 
known classics with a new found vitality, charm and dass. She 
is definitely a dynamk new vocal presence in jazz. 

LOCAL 

MIUH 
HARM 
Vivo La Sinners 

$10.98 CD 
BAD LUCK (.HARM is carrying the torch that wiH keep the hard 
rockin' punk flame burning into the 21st century. Viva la 
Sinners features thirteen captivating songs full of loud guitars, 
waiting vocals, and drivin' bass and drums. This is beautiful evil 
music that wii leave you lusting for more. Viva la Rock! 
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The State 

Nickeibock's sound is 0 maelstrom of energy filled with powerful 
hooks and anthemk choruses. Produced by Dole Penner and 
mixed by Garth Richardson (Rage Against The Machine, Red Hot 
Chili Peppers) THE STATE has taken the Canadian chads by 
storm with their lead off single, 'leader of Men*, tf you are a 

fan of Creed, Everclear, or Foo Fighters, you'll love Nickelback! 

LOCAL 

Better Now 

I HOPE YOU FEEL BETTER NOW is the type of rock album that 
seems to be missing nowadays. Four Comers combines a 

straight-ahead rock and roll approach with barroom angst and a 

strict attention to melody, fusing Scott Roth's gothic folk rock 
stylings, Mike Frank and Scott Petersen's melodic, fierce 
interplay and Sven Deepe's unstoppable drive behind the kit. 
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Tmcan 
Experiment 

The northeast's most anticipated debut of the year, TINCAN 
EXPERIMENT'S first single, 'Hit The Ground' has pushed 6gig 
into the foreground. After being the opening act for Godsmack 
and Fu Manchu tours, 6gig was chosen as the 'best new band' 
and'best extreme band' at the Portland Phoenix Music Awards. 

LOCAL 

TWYUUMY 
JIM IK NT 
MB 
$12,880 

The debut album by native Omahans, Dan Towey and Tony 
Bates. Their new CD employs elements of rock, jazz and Latin 
music styles and features energetic support from area 
musicians: Eric Cleveland, IGsha Pugh, Denny Redmond and Lars 
Erickson. This CD takes you on an exciting musical journey from 
the first note to the last. From the driving rhythms of Raija and 
Rock Sand to the soothing guitar ballads, Courtney and Tiger 
Dreams, this is a rock solid effort by two long-time bandmates. 

miwnf 
lights Out 

ON SUE 
UL WAYNE returns with his sophomore CD, LIGHTS OUT. 'I try 
to do better every time, make each album better than the last 
one,' says the soft-spoken rapper. And he does just that, 
proving himself with tracks such os 'Get Off The Comer', 
'Grown Man' featuring Juvenile and Mannie Fresh, and 
'Everything', a moving tribute to WAYNE's late father. UL 
WAYNE is set to explode on the hip-hop scene once again, as he 
and producer Mannie Fresh fuse tight rhymes and flawless beats 
into pure hotness. Lights Out. 
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Him 
Leaving The life 

111.88 CO 
LEAVING THE LIFE, the debut release from Foundation 
Entertainment, iso compilation featuring some of the biggest 
names in West Coast rap and up and coming talent. B Legit, 
Spice 1, Brotha Lynch Hung, Silk-E-Fine, Marvaless, First Degree 
The DE and others contribute to LEAVING THE LIFE. 
Representing more than four million records sold with their solo 
projects, put together fine artists with top-notch, original 
production and you have a high quality album. 

At the Ranch Bowl 1/27 
Get advance discount ticket 

coupons at any homers location 
• while supplies last • 

Mine 

$11.88 CD 
Despite X-Raided's incarceration he has still managed to keep 
new and old fans mesmerized by his intense and melodic lyrics. 
His fifth album will prove to be the most anticipated follow up 
to his smash underground classic THE UNFORGIVEN. With 
tracks like 'Who They Wanna Kill', and Write What I See', 
VENGEANCE IS MINE will reign on hipTiop fans for years to 
come and X-Raided will prove his status as a premier 
underground icon. 

SLEWFOOT 

Life & 20 

suits CD 
Hard-hitting collection of honky-tonk songs filled with Nashville 
harmonies and Bakersfield kick if you like bars, guitars and 
killin' songs, this one's for you. 

Blame Everyone 

When Grand Theft Audio started writing songs for their debut 
album, Blome Everyone, they were admittedly influenced by the 
UK's expanding alt-metal scene. Melding hard rock, monstrous 
hooks, guitar solos, and perfectly-timed samples, the band is 

simply without peers They might attribute it to their penchant 
for late nights at the pub and low-brow humor. In order to make 
sure the record was just right, Grand Theft Audio handled the 
production duties themselves. 
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Sale prices effective January 12 to February 15, 20011 
SUNDAYS 9:00 t.m. NOON 
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